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Abbreviations 

Army of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Armija Republike Bosne i 
H ercegovine) 

Bosnian, Croatian, Serbian 

Bosnia and Herzegovina (Socijalisticka Republika Bosna i Hercegovina) 

European Community Conference on Yugoslavia 

Croatian Democratic Union (Hrvatska demokratska zajednica) 

Croat Defense Council (Hrvatsko vijece obrane) 

International Conference on the Former Yugoslavia 

Yugoslav People's Army (Jugoslovenska narodna armija) 

Ministry of Internal Affairs (Ministarstvo unutrasnjih poslova) 

Serb Autonomous Region (Srpska autonomna oblast) 

Party of Democratic Action (Stranka demokratske akcije) (largest Bosnian Muslim 
nationalist party) 

Serb Democratic Party (Srpska demokratska stranka) 

Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Socijalisticka Federativna Republika 
Jugoslavija) 

Territorial Defense (Teritorijalna odbrana) 

Vance-Owen Peace Plan 

Army of Republika Srpska (Vojska Republike Srpske) 

UNPROFOR United Nations Protection Force 
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Introduction 

This report provides historical background and political and military context for events 

alleged in the indictment in ICTY Case IT-98-29/1, the Prosecutor v. Dragomir Milosevic. My 

account centers on developments from November 1990 (when multiparty elections brought 

nationalists to power) to August 1994, the beginning of the period covered in the indictment of 

General Milosevic. I venture outside those chronological confines only to provide background 

on collective and individual actors who played major roles in events after 1990. I have divided 

the account into 9 topics (see "Contents"), including this introduction and a conclusion, while 

presenting events chronologically insofar as possible consistent with topical organization. 

The report was prepared based on materials in the research library of the University of 

Michigan, the author's personal library, documents made available by the Office of the 

Prosecutor of the ICTY, and certain documents admitted into evidence in previous cases by Trial 

Chambers of the ICTY. I have also drawn on my recently-published history of the city, 

Sarajevo: A Biography (London, Hurst and Co; and Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan 

Press, 2006). 

Endnotes contain source citations, the original BCS text (when available) of quotes used 

in the body of the report, definitions of certain terms, and explanatory information. I have used 

English translations prepared by ICTY translators when I could find them; in other cases, the 

translations are mine. Abbreviations used in the text are identified in bold type upon first 

mention. Appendix A consists of the author's Curriculum Vitae. Appendix B contains the tables 

referenced in the narrative, and Appendix C is made up of maps. 
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Peoples and Nationalism: Sarajevo and the Multiparty Elections of 1990 

As communism collapsed in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union in 1990, multiparty 

democratic elections were held throughout the region. In the Federal Socialist Republic of 

Yugoslavia (SFRJ - Socijalisticka Federativna Republika Jugoslavija), country-wide elections 

were never called, but communist-dominated assemblies in each of the country's six republics 

scheduled multiparty elections on different dates throughout 1990. Voting first took place'in the 

republics of Croatia and Slovenia in April and May 1990, and elections in other republics 

followed in November and December 1990. In the Socialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina 

(Socijalisticka Republika Bosna i Hercegovina, hereafter abbreviated BiH), three nationalist 

parties swept to victory in elections in November 1990, defeating dozens of other parties that had 

been founded and registered in the preceding months. 1 Each of the three major nationalist parties 

drew support almost exclusively from members of a single "nation" in BiH. 2 The Serb 

Democratic Party (SDS - Srpska demokratska stranka) won the votes of most Serbs; the Croat 

Democratic Community (HDZ - Hrvatska demokratska zajednica) won support from most 

Croats; and the Party for Democratic Action (SDA - Stranka demokratske akcije) was supported 

by Bosnian Muslims, whose leaders adopted the name "Bosniak" for their nation in 1993. The 

three nationalist parties that prevailed in 1990 continued to lead their respective nations in BiH 

through the war (1992-1995) and post-war period, until all three lost their leading positions to 

other nationalist parties in the elections of October 2006. 

The Croats, Serbs, and Bosnian Muslims of BiH all originated in the migrations of Slavs 

to Southeastern Europe in the fifth through eighth centuries A.D. They spoke Bosnian, Croatian, 

Serbian (abbreviated BCS), officially recognized today as three languages that are very close to 

one another and wholly mutually intelligible - so close that through most of the twentieth 

century they were commonly considered a single language called Serbo-Croatian. 3 (One recent 

study described BCS as "the common core underlying Bosnian Croatian and Serbian" and 
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concluded that ''the language is simultaneously one and more than one."4) Members of each 

group hold to religious tradition as a key element that distinguishes them from other groups: 

Serbs look to the Serbian Orthodox faith, Croats to Catholicism, and Bosnian Muslims to Islam. 

Through "national awakenings" that took place from the late eighteenth to the latter half of the 

twentieth centuries, members of each religious community adopted secular national identities 

and developed political programs under secular leaders.5 In the twentieth century, many 

members of each group abjured participation in organized religion while retaining ( and in some 

cases strengthening) their national identity. Thus in BiH one sees the apparent paradox of three 

primary nations that are distinguished by religious affiliation and tradition but whose members 

are largely secular in politics and practice. 

According to the 1991 census, members of all three groups were residentially dispersed 

throughout most of Bili. In rural areas, many lived in single-nation villages, but those villages 

were often adjacent or close to settlements of other nations. Except for a few areas of BiH, it 

was simply impossible to draw boundaries on a map defining contiguous territory inhabited only 

by members of a single national group. Furthermore, none of the three major groups was 

confined to BiH alone. More Croats and Serbs lived in neighboring republics than in BiH. The 

majority of Croats lived in the adjacent Republic of Croatia; most Serbs lived in the Republics of 

Serbia and Montenegro, and another 600,000 Serbs lived in the Republic of Croatia. The 

majority of Bosnian Muslims lived in BiH, but a significant number also resided (and reside 

today) in the Sandfak area southeast of BiH that straddles the boundary between the Republics 

of Montenegro and Serbia. 

Sarajevo, BiH's capital and largest city, epitomized the republic's diversity. Human 

settlements date back to pre-Roman times in the valley where Sarajevo is located, and the area 

has been continuously inhabited since then, but the urban center in its present location was 

developed primarily by officials of the Ottoman Empire in the mid 1400s. Sarajevo grew the 

most under three different administrations: Ottoman (mainly 1460 to 1600), Austro-Hungarian 

(1878-1918), and communist Yugoslav (1945-1990). From fewer than 100,000 inhabitants in 

1945, the city grew to over half a million residents by 1990. Based in a narrow east-west valley 
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astride the Miljacka River that widens at its western end, Sarajevo by 1990 had spread several 

kilometers westward onto the large flatland known as the Sarajevo Plain and upward into the 

hills surrounding the Ottoman-era city. But growth of the city's urban core was outpaced by even 

greater political expansion as the city anticipated further growth. As shown in Map One, the city 

consisted of ten municipalities in 1990. Six municipalities - Stari grad (Old Town), Centar 

(Center), Novo Sarajevo (New Sarajevo), Novi grad (New City), Vogosca and Ilidza - had either 

been part of the city for centuries or had been urbanized during the twentieth century. The 

remaining four municipalities - Pale, Ilijas, Hadzici and Trnovo - had been incorporated into the 

city in 1977. These four peripheral municipalities consisted largely of rural, mountainous terrain 

and were more sparsely populated than the urban core. Taken together, the peripheral 

municipalities in 1991 accounted for three quarters of the city's territory but only 13.8% of its 

population.6 The outlying municipalities had also grown more slowly than those making up the 

core urban municipalities. From 1981 to 1991, their total population increased from 68,911 to 

72,730, but their percent of Sarajevo's total population fell from 15.4% to 13.8% as the rest of 

the city grew at a faster rate. 

The city of Sarajevo was largely residentially integrated in 1990. It was home to a 

flourishing "common life," to use the socialist-era term for the phenomenon that after 1991 

became more widely known as "multiethnic life."7 By 1990 the urbanized center had become 

ethnically mixed, and many more Sarajevans lived in high-rise apartment buildings without 

regard to national identity. Members of various nations mingled freely in everyday affairs, 

honored one another with mutual visits on appropriate holidays, and expressed their closeness to 

those of other nations in regarding them as "komsije" (neighbors). Sarajevans' common life was 

highlighted by their shared pride in hosting the 14th Olympic Winter Games in 1984. 

Bosnian Muslims accounted for 49.2% of Sarajevo's inhabitants, a slightly higher percent 

than in the entire republic ( 43.5% ). In Sarajevo, the percent of Serbs was slightly lower than in 

BiH as a whole (29.8% v. 31 .4% in the republic), and the percent of Croats considerably lower 

(6.6% v. 17.3% in the republic). A disproportionate percentage of Sarajevans (10. 7% v. 5.5% in 
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the republic) called themselves "Yugoslavs," either from a primary loyalty to the federal state or 

to escape identifying with one of the major peoples. 

Sarajevo's four peripheral municipalities differed in several respects from the profile of 

the city as a whole. Compared to all of Sarajevo, the peripheral municipalities had a somewhat 

higher Serb population and lower percentages of Croats and Yugoslavs, while the Muslims' 

percent of the population was nearly the same (see Table One). Each of the four peripheral 

municipalities contained mono-ethnic rural villages, although that homogeneity had been diluted 

somewhat by new construction, particularly of weekend and summer homes called vikendicas 

built by urban Sarajevans of all nations. As shown on Map Two, Serb-majority villages were 

clustered in areas east of downtown in the mountainous municipality of Pale and northwest of 

downtown in Ilijas, as well as in small areas of other municipalities. The municipality of Trnovo, 

on the other hand, consisted largely of Muslim-majority villages. In the early 1990s, areas of 

those clustered Serb villages would prove hospitable to Serb nationalists and become centers of 

Serb political, economic, and military activities. 

Voters in Sarajevo, like elsewhere in BiH, opted mainly for nationalist parties in the 1990 

election, but the percentage of ballots cast in the city for non-nationalist candidates was higher 

than in the republic as a whole. Table Two shows that the three nationalist parties combined won 

well over 50% of seats in Sarajevo's city council, but it also shows that the two major 

multiethnic parties, the Social Democrats and Reformists, fared better in Sarajevo than in the 

republic as a whole. Nationalist parties, either alone or in partnership, also won a majority of 

seats in the assemblies of all but one of the city's ten constituent municipalities. The SOS won 

an absolute majority (32 out of 50 seats) in the assembly of the predominantly Serb municipality 

of Pale, while the SDA won an absolute majority in the largely Muslim municipality of Trnovo 

(19 of 30 seats) and in the city center municipality of Stari grad (37 of 70 seats). Only in the fast

growing, newly-developed municipality of Novo Sarajevo did non-nationalists come close to 

victory, winning 49 seats compared to 51 by the nationalists. Novo Sarajevo, crowded with 

many high-rise apartment complexes, was home to many beneficiaries of socialist-era 

urbanization who feared that victorious nationalists might heighten divisions in the republic. 8 
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But in Novo Sarajevo and elsewhere, the nationalists succeeded in persuading a small or large 

majority of voters that they could work together in partnership if they came to power.9 After the 

election, pursuant to formulas agreed upon beforehand, leaders of the HDZ, SDA, and SDS 

divided key positions among themselves at the republic and municipal levels and in the Sarajevo 

city government while wholly excluding non-nationalist Social Democrats and Reformists from 

any role in government. 10 

Sarajevo's newly-elected officials faced formidable challenges. The SFRJ as a whole 

suffered from interlinked crises of economic stagnation, inflation, and political fragmentation 

that may be traced to the 1970s or earlier. The 1974 constitution endowed the country's six 

republics and two autonomous provinces with considerable autonomy, and leaders in those 

republics held widely divergent views on how best to organize or re-organize the federal state. 

One observer divided these opinions into two contending camps: the "separatist" nationalists 

(principally Croats, Slovenes, and Albanians of Kosovo) and "hegemonist" nationalists (led by 

Slobodan Milosevic, president of the Republic of Serbia ).11 The "separatists" wanted greater 

autonomy or independence from the SFRJ; "hegemonists" wanted to strengthen the federal state 

or preserve the status quo. Caught in the middle were the leaders of BiH, particularly the Bosnian 

Muslims, who valued being part of Yugoslavia yet feared being left in a diminished SFRJ 

dominated by Serbia. 

In addition to being at the center of the political rift in the SFRJ, the Sarajevo city 

government was plagued by squabbles among local political leaders from the ten municipalities 

that made up the city. In the first few post-election months, the municipal leaders' differences 

centered on the allocation of the city's financial resources and had little to do with nationalism. 

Sarajevo Mayor Muhamed Kresevljakovic, upon assuming office on 20 December 1990, defined 

his greatest challenge as preserving the city's unity: 

Sarajevo is in an unenviable political position right now, with many communal problems. 
It obviously does not live as a united urban whole, because it consist,;; of many 
municipalities, and that is divisive. 12 
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By May 1991, Kresevljakovic and his city government faced a systematic campaign by the SDS 

to remove individual municipalities from the jurisdiction of the city of Sarajevo. In the course of 

that campaign, disputes among municipalities about budgetary allocations were superseded by 

rival nationalist visions of the city's future, with most SDS members supporting the separation of 

Serb-inhabited areas from the city's jurisdiction while SDA and HDZ leaders supported its 

continued unity. 

The SDS Campaign for Regionalization 

Shortly after their electoral triumph in November 1990, SDS leaders launched a 

campaign to secure control over all areas of BiH where Serbs lived, thereby challenging the 

jurisdiction of the republic's government. SDS party chiefs referred to their campaign as 

"regionalization." In the campaign's first stage in April and May 1991, SDS party leaders 

promoted regional "communities of municipalities" in areas where their party had won electoral 

control of municipal assemblies. Although the SDS leaders invited all municipalities to join, only 

SDS-led municipal assemblies accepted, resulting in SDS-led communities of SOS-controlled 

municipalities. In April I 991 SDS leaders formally declared the first Serb-led regional body, the 

Community of Municipalities of Bosnian Krajina (Zajednica opstina Bosanske Krajine), in 

northwestern BiH. 13 A few days later, the campaign expanded to Pale, the Sarajevo municipality 

with the highest percent of Serb inhabitants and of SDS municipal assembly delegates. SOS 

delegates in Pate's municipal assembly of Pale announced their intention to secede from the city 

of Sarajevo. 14 Their announcement initiated the SDS effort to remove Serb-inhabited 

administrative units from the city's jurisdiction. 

In their regionalization campaign, SDS leaders in BiH drew upon strategies and 

institutions developed by the Serb Democratic Party in Croatia, from which the SDS of BiH took 

its name. After faring poorly in elections in spring 1990 among the approximately 600,000 Serbs 

living in Croatia, the SDS in Croatia led a movement in Serb-majority areas to resist the 

jurisdiction of the Republic of Croatia. Led by former dissident Franjo Tudjman, Croatian 

nationalists had won control of the republic's central institutions in the I 990 elections, so the 
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SDS-led movement pitted Serb nationalists against Croat nationalists who wanted their republic 

to have greater autonomy or independence from the federal polity. On 27 June 1990, Serbs in 

Croatia formed the "Community of Municipalities of Northern Dalmatia and Lika/' one of 

several single-national local and regional associations within which Serbs challenged the 

jurisdiction of the Croatian govemment. 15 With the political support of Serbian President 

Slobodan Milosevic and the military participation of the Yugoslav People's Army (JNA

Jugoslovenska narodna armija), Serb nationalists took up arms to carve out Serb-inhabited 

territories from the Republic of Croatia, leading to bloody war with Croatian security forces in 

the latter half of 1991. The JNA drew heavily upon mobilized reservists from BiH to fight the 

war, and Milosevic personally directed leaders of the SOS in BiH to make sure the JNA met its 

quotas for reservists. 16 Despite the surprising effectiveness of Croatia's armed forces, the JNA 

and Croatia's breakaway Serbs successfully created several Serb-dominated territories in 

Croatia. In December 1991 they combined their regional associations and proclaimed a single 

Serb state, the Republic of Serbian Krajina (Republika Srpske Krajine), within the boundaries of 

the Republic of Croatia.17 

Following the precedent of the SOS in Croatia, Bosnian SDS leaders advanced to the 

second stage in their regionalization campaign in autumn 1991 by proclaiming four Serb 

Autonomous Regions (SAO's - singular Srpska autonomna oblast). 18 On 17 September they 

proclaimed the Serb Autonomous Region of Romanija-Biraf in the Sarajevo area. 19 "Birac" is an 

area near the Drina River east of Sarajevo. Romanija is a mountain south of Sarajevo, and its 

name referred more generally to the mountainous areas east of the city. The name "Romanija" 

also bore symbolic significance, evoking the legacy of banditry (BCS "hajdustvo") and past rural 

insurgencies against foreign occupiers in the rugged terrain around Sarajevo. 20• 

From its inception, the SAO Romanija-Birac was to be a Bosnian Serb counterpart to the 

city government of Sarajevo. On 25 September 1991, the Sarajevo City Board of the SDS 

established a committee, consisting of one representative from each of the city's ten 

municipalities, to implement the Main Board's regionalization policy.21 Of the five 

municipalities that initially made up SAO Romanija-Birac, only Pale was a constituent 
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municipality of the city of Sarajevo. However, the SAO's founders intended eventually to 

include "parts of other municipalities from this region with a majority Bosnian Serb 

population," 22 and Sarajevo was designated as the seat of SAO Romanija-Birac. In December 

1991 the Bosnian Serb Assembly (first called the Assembly of the Serbian People of BiH, 

another body created as a parallel Serb institution) asserted its intent to exercise authority over 

the city in declaring that the "status of municipalities in the city of Sarajevo and in parts of the 

city in which the Serb nation represents a majority will be determined with a separate 

decision." 23 In December 1991, "Birac" was created as a separate SAO, leaving SAO Romanija 

to concentrate on Sarajevo and its environs. 24 

In addition to building Serb-dominated organizations at the local and regional levels, 

SOS leaders in BiH created institutions at the republic level that prefigured formation of a 

separate Serb state. They undertook each major state-building step coincident with measures by 

SDA and HDZ leaders toward greater sovereignty or independence for BiH. As Karadzic later 

described it, "Each step of ours was evoked by one of Izetbegovic's steps .... They do 

something, we do something." 25 In October 1991, Jzetbegovic led SDA and HDZ delegates in 

promoting a "Platform of the Presidency of the Socialist Republic of BiH" and a "Declaration of 

Sovereignty" in the Bosnian Assembly, after having fruitlessly sought passage of a similar 

resolution in February 1991.26 SDS members stridently opposed this measure, which they 

correctly perceived as moving BiH closer to independence. After Assembly President and SOS 

member Momcilo Krajisnik adjourned a session that ran into the early morning hours of 15 

October, HDZ and SDA delegates reconvened the assembly and, in the absence of SDS 

delegates, approved a declaration of sovereignty and a platform of the presidency of BiH. 27 (See 

"Serb Visions of Sarajevo," below, for a discussion of the rhetorical exchange at this session.) 

SOS leaders, responding rapidly, convened an expanded Party Council at 6:00 on the evening of 

15 October. Speakers at the session proposed uniting the existing SAOs into a single Bosnian 

Serb polity. 28 Others advocated convening a separate assembly of the Serb people of BiH and 

holding a plebiscite asking Bosnian Serbs and other voters if they wished to remain in the SFRJ. 
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In the next three months, SDS leaders implemented the ideas advanced at the Party 

Council meeting of 15 October. On 24 October they held the founding session of a separate 

assembly (called here the Bosnian Serb Assembly to distinguish it from the multi-ethnic 

Assembly of BiH or Bosnian Assembly). The newly-formed Bosnian Serb Assembly consisted 

of Serbs who were elected to seats in the Bosnian Assembly in November 1990, a composition 

that allowed them to argue that delegates had been democratically elected. On 9 and 10 

November 1991, the SDS held a plebiscite asking voters if they wished to remain in the SFRJ. 29 

Non-Serbs were given yellow ballots to distinguish their votes from those of Bosnian Serbs.30 

Few Bosnian Muslims or Bosnian Croats voted in the plebiscite, but Bosnian Serbs voted 

overwhelmingly to remain in the SFRJ. On many occasions after the vote, SDS leaders cited the 

plebiscite results as justification for establishing a separate Serb state. 

In addition to creating separate Serb republic-level organizations, SOS leaders gave 

specific instructions to municipal party boards to form Serb organizations in most municipalities 

of BiH. At the third session of the Assembly of the Serbian People of BiH on 11 December 1991, 

SOS Party President Radovan Karadzic and Assembly President Momcilo Krajisnik proposed 

that such municipal-level Bosnian Serb institutions be created throughout BiH. However, 

yielding to objections from assembly delegates, they agreed to make the proposal optional for 

local SDS leaders.31 Eight days later, on 19 December 1991, the SOS Main Board abandoned the 

voluntary approach that the assembly had adopted. In a ten-page document, "Instructions for the 

Organization and Activity of the Organs of the Serbian People in Bosnia and Herzegovina in 

Extraordinary Circumstances," the SDS Main Board directed its municipal boards, in Sarajevo 

and throughout BiH, to establish Bosnian Serb single-national institutions wherever the party 

was organized. 32 

In these instructions, the SDS Main Board differentiated municipalities where Serbs 

constituted a majority ("Variant A") from those in which they did not ("Variant B"). In each 

type of municipality, SDS municipal boards were instructed to form two institutions in their 

municipality: a "Crisis Staff of the Serb people" and an "assembly of the Serb people" ( often 

called a "Serb Municipality"). 33 The instructions effective) y assured that both institutions would 
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be dominated by Serbs who were SDS members. In both Variant A and Variant B, the newly

created bodies were to "carry out preparations" to assume power in their respective 

municipalities. The instructions of Variant A and Variant B municipalities were similar in many 

ways, but only officials in "Variant B" were instructed: 

in local communes and settlements with a predominant Serb population, to 
establish secret warehouses and depots for storing food and other deficient 
materials and manufacturing components, which should be removed through 
secret channels from commodity reserves warehouses at all levels ... 34 

In the last days of 1991 and in early 1992, Serb nationalists in the Sarajevo area 

implemented the SDS instructions of 19 December and created separate, parallel Serb 

institutions at the city and municipal levels. On 24 December 1991, the SDS formed a city-wide 

Crisis Staff that included members of the SDS Main Board and assigned individual members the 

task of implementing specific provisions of the instructions. 35 In the Ilijas Municipal Assembly, 

SDS delegates, joined by several Serb delegates from multiethnic parties, won a close vote on 24 

December to withdraw from the city of Sarajevo and join SAO Romanija.36 On 3 January 1992, 

SDS leaders in Ilidza created a Serb Municipal Assembly, "in accordance with the given 

instructions of the Serb Democratic Party of BiH (Main Board), number 079 of 19 December 

1991."37 Ilidza's SDS leaders kept their decision secret for a week until after the Serb Republic 

had been proclaimed on 9 January 1992.38 With two of Sarajevo's four peripheral municipalities 

having defected to the SAO and the declaration of a Serb Municipal Assembly in llidza, the city 

of Sarajevo was well on the way to being encircled politically by Serb-controlled areas many 

months before it came under military siege. 

Some municipal SDS officials, however, dallied in implementing the instructions, and 

one Sarajevo leader publicly refused to comply. Radomir Bulatovic, President of the ethnically 

mixed Centar municipality in the heart of Sarajevo, adamantly opposed creating Serbian 

institutions there. On 19 March 1992 he stated, "I will not permit the division of these 

municipalities ... When I said that ... a Serbian Assembly would not be formed, l was heavily 

criticized. But I've said it to Karadzic and to the [SDS] Political Council." 39 His objections were 
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subsequently rendered moot by other SDS members of the Municipal Assembly who formed a 

Serbian municipality without notifying him. More commonly, reluctant SDS municipal leaders 

simply procrastinated. The instructions of 19 December contained no deadline, so the campaign 

to create parallel institutions, particularly in municipalities where non-Serbs made up a majority, 

proceeded unevenly in the first three months of 1992.40 

In late March, Karadzic told the Bosnian Serb Assembly delegates it was time to 

complete the process. "Newly established municipalities must establish their organs as soon as 

possible, have their stamps made and start to work," he said. "The police, that is, our organs 

must be positioned at the border. ... Freedom of movement would, of course, be granted, but 

they must not enter the area with armed forces or anything else that would threaten our territory, 

our municipality!,4 1 Under urging from Karadzic and Krajisnik, the Bosnian Serb Assembly 

directed that all local boards implement the directive within three days.42 By the end of March, 

most SDS local leaders in BiH had complied by establishing a Crisis Staff and a Serb Municipal 

Assembly in their respective municipalities. Also in accord with Karadzic's wishes as expressed 

on 24 March, SOS officials established a parallel Serb Ministry of Internal Affairs (MUP: 

Ministarstvo unutrasnjih poslova) and authorized local authorities to create separate Serb police 

forces throughout BiH. 

At the time in early 1992 when SDS leaders were establishing their first all-Serbian 

political institutions, Bosnian Serb leaders in Pale were strengthening their control over political 

and economic institutions in their municipality. In late December 1991, Pale officials separated 

their ski center and the Jahorina and Bistrica hotels from the Olympic Center in downtown 

Sarajevo and stopped forwarding revenues to the center's headquarters. 43 Pale municipal police 

also tightened their control of roads leading into the area. A reporter visiting in late January 

recounted being stopped by the police twice before entering the town, and being greeted by a 

large, red-lettered "Serbia" sign upon entering the village.44 Asserting that the Bosnian Serbs had 

"lost confidence in the possibility of agreement with the Muslim nation" and had been attacked 

by militant Bosnian Muslims, a body calling itself the "Crisis Staff of SAO Romanija" declared 
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on 3 March 1992 that the Bosnian Serbs would "undertake all measures to assume full control on 

the territory of SAO Romanija." 45 

Three years later, SDS Party President Karadzic reminded members of the Assembly of 

the Serbian Republic of the party's success in seizing power in Serb-inhabited municipalities: 

At the moment the war began, in the municipalities where we were in the majority, we 
had municipal power, held it firmly, [we] controlled everything. In municipalities 
where we were in the minority, a secret authority was formed, a municipal committee, 
a municipal assembly, president of the executive committee. You will remember the 
A and B variants. In the B variant, where we were in the minority - 20%, 15% -- we 
had set up a government and a brigade, a unit no matter what size, but there was a 
detachment with a commander.46 

As Karadzic's 1995 remarks make clear, the SDS campaign was closely linked with the party's 

effort to organize the Bosnian Serbs militarily. 

Military Preparations 

In 1991 and early 1992, the three nationalist parties took measures to prepare militarily 

for war. Bosnian Muslim leaders of the SDA sponsored the creation of two paramilitary groups, 

the Patriotic League and the Green Berets. 47 Two Croatian paramilitary groups at one time or 

another conducted operations in BiH: HOS (Hrvatske obrambene snage -- "Croatian Defense 

Force"), loyal to the Croatian Party of Right headed by Dobroslav Paraga; and the Croatian ZNG 

(Zbor narodne garde - "Muster of the National Guard"), associated with the Ministry of the 

Interior of the Republic of Croatia and the Croatian HDZ.48 Political formations in Serbia 

sponsored several Serb paramilitary organizations, some of which operated at one time or 

another in BiH.49 The SDS, as described above, supported the JNA's Croatia campaign, 

coordinated plans with JNA units in BiH, and secured political control in Serb-inhabited areas 

where the JNA could operate without local opposition. 

In the post-election arms race in BiH, the JNA was the decisive force, the only military 

formation with an integrated command structure and large numbers of heavy weapons and 
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aircraft. The JNA was the heir to Tito's Second World War Partisans. It was constitutionally 

mandated to defend the homeland and preserve the SFRJ, and many of its officers were fiercely 

loyal to the concept of federal Yugoslavia. 50 After the League of Communists of Yugoslavia 

collapsed in January 1990 and fragmented into republic-level parties, the JNA was the only 

institution with significant power that could claim to represent the federal state. At that time it 

held a monopoly on heavy weapons in the SFRJ. The war in Croatia gradually transformed the 

JNA there from a Yugoslav force to one dominated by Serb and Montenegrin officers, as those 

of other nationalities left the army and often joined the forces it was fighting. 51 Faced with 

manpower shortages stemming from these defections, the JNA ordered reservists in BiH to 

active duty on 28 September 1991.52 The next day, the Presidency of BiH denounced theJNA's 

mobilization order as illegal, thereby discouraging reservists in BiH from serving in the JNA's 

Croatia campaign.53 Consequently most Croats and Muslims stayed home, while some Bosnian 

Serbs fought with the JNA in Croatia, often as volunteers organized by SDS activists in various 

municipalities of BiH. 54 

Units of the Territorial Defense (fO; Teritorijalna odbrana), an integral part of the 

defense scheme in the SFRJ, came in 1991 and 1992 to play a key role in the inter-party contest 

for control of security forces. Although TO units were in principle integrated with the JNA, they 

also reported to the Ministries of Defense of the individual Yugoslav republics. Therefore they 

held the potential to become the nucleus of a military force loyal to the republic's authorities. 

Socialist-era Yugoslav defense theory held that a foreign invader should be defeated by the main 

fighting units of the JNA but that local TO forces might be required to resist in isolation until the 

full might of the JNA could be brought to bear. 55 The TO units were organized at the local 

level, primarily in factories, offices, and other places of work. Since TO units were designed to 

operate even in the absence of the JNA in the event of an invasion, each unit was provided with 

light weapons suitable for mobile guerilla fighters. Citing concerns about the security of 

weapons under TO control, the JNA in May 1990 ordered that weapons be removed from the 

control of local TO units and moved to its own armories.56 Most units complied with this order, 

but many TO units in BiH either retained some arms or acquired new ones in the course of 1991 

and early 1992. 
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The JNA used BiH as a staging area to support its war in neighboring Croatia and also 

sought to strengthen its own presence in BiH in late 1991 and early 1992. General Veljko 

Kadijevic, the Federal Secretary of Defense of the SFRJ from May until 6 January 1992, 

similarly attributed the superior arms of the SOS to support from the JNA: 

When it proved fruitless for the JNA to orient the Muslim part of Bosnia's leadership 
toward a new Yugoslav state made of those Yugoslav nations who still wanted it, we 
had to orient ourselves toward concrete cooperation with the representatives of the Serb 
nation and with the Serb people as a whole, never closing the door on cooperation with 
others, individuals who supported a new Yugoslavia. Thus we assured that during the 
war in Croatia we executed maneuvers and movements of JNA forces through BIH, 
which was of vital significance for the JNA. ... We felt that after withdrawal from 
Croatia, there had to be stronger JNA presence in BiH.57 

The inclination of many JNA officers to support the Bosnian Serbs became well known 

through press disclosures and from the conduct of some JNA units. On 14 November 1991, JNA 

reservists from the Uzica Corps entered Sarajevo in a column of vehicles, fired weapons into the 

air as they drove through the city from west to east, turned around, and continued firing as they 

departed.58 Aleksandra Balvanovic, HDZ member and Vice President of the Sarajevo City 

Assembly, denounced the reservists' incursion as part of a broader Serbian plan to incite 

violence, and she warned the assembly that armed units were being formed in Serb-majority 

suburbs of Sarajevo.59 In an article published on 22 November 1991 in the Sarajevo magazine 

Slobodna Bosna, journalists claimed to have documents showing that the SOS had formed a 

"war staff' and made detailed plans to besiege and attack Sarajevo in the event of war.60 The 

article claimed that the SDS had plans to evacuate Serbs from Sarajevo and relocate them to 

"predominantly Serbian areas such as Pale, Trebevic, Jahorina, Romanija, etc." Suspicion of the 

JNA's intentions was further aroused in December 1991, when delegates in the Stari grad 

municipal assembly viewed a videotape of preparations for artillery emplacements in the hills 

above the municipality. 61 

The transformation of the JNA in BiH was arranged in advance by federal officials in 

Belgrade. Anticipating that BiH would become an independent state, Serbian President 

Slobodan Milosevic met Federal Presidency member Borisav Jovic on 5 December 1991 and 
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ordered that Bosnian recruits stationed in other republics be transferred to BiH and that citizens 

of other republics serving in BiH be transferred out.62 Jovic wrote, "We immediately called 

Veljko Kadijevic and included him in the conversation. Slobo told him directly that it would be 

necessary to execute a swap of troops: Everyone from BiH to BiH, and vice versa. "63 On 25 

December 1991, JNA Commander Kadijevic reported to Milo~vic and Jovic that these transfers 

were 90% complete.64 Jovic told journalists Laura Silber and Allen Little that by April 1992 (the 

month the EC recognized BiH as an independent state) all but 10 - 15% of the 90,000 JNA 

troops stationed in BiH were Bosnian-born. 65 

On 1 January 1992, the JNA was reorganized in the aftermath of its withdrawal from 

Croatia. Sarajevo was elevated from the headquarters of an army corps to that of the Second 

Army District with responsibility for almost all of BiH.66 General Milutin Kukanjac was 

appointed Commander of the Second Army District. In his several months as commander in 

Sarajevo, he negotiated among nationalist party leaders to defuse tensions, promote political 

solutions, and avert the outbreak of war. At the same time he was serving as a political mediator, 

Kukanjac oversaw a large-scale redeployment of JNA assets to municipalities with Serb 

majorities and into the hands of local SDS committees, as reported to his superiors in a report 

dated March 1992.67 In an article published in 2000, he described his actions in 1992 on behalf 

of the Bosnian Serbs: 

At the right time we began the redeployment of the entire movable property owned by the 
JNA . ... With extraordinary organization we withdrew, saved, and preserved everything . 
. .. Not a single airplane, helicopter, tank, armored personnel carrier, cannon, mortar, or 
motorized vehicle fell into the hands of the Muslim-Croat hordes.(.s 

In his report of March 1992, General Kukanjac provided his superiors with a list of available 

manpower numbering 69,198 men from 75 of BiH's 109 municipalities. 69 Of those, 7,100 were 

listed in Sarajevo's four "peripheral" municipalities of Ilijas, Hadzici, Trnovo and Pale, 

amounting to 40% of the total of 17,900 men from Sarajevo's ten municipalities. 

In his speech to the 50th Bosnian Serb Assembly session in April 1995, Karadzic recalled 

this collaborative effort between the JNA and SOS: "Distribution of arms was carried out thanks 
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to the JNA. What could be withdrawn was withdrawn and distributed to the people in Serb 

areas, but it was the SOS which organized the people and created the army." 70 The JNA's 

redeployment of arms to the SDS was to bestow military advantages on the Bosnian Serb 

nationalists when armed conflict began in April 1992. 

The Road to Bosnian Independence. Serb Secession. and War 

The republics of Slovenia and Croatia were far ahead of BiH in seeking to become 

independent states. On 25 June 1991, the assemblies of both republics simultaneously declared 

independence. The JNA contested these moves and moved to take control of security 

installations on Slovenia's borders, but its forces were surprisingly ineffective and unsuccessful. 

The European Community (forerunner of the European Union) quickly dispatched mediators to 

end the war. In the EC-mediated Brioni Agreement of 7 July 1991, the SFRY and the republics 

agreed to a cease-fire and the republics of Slovenia and Croatia agreed to suspend 

implementation of their declarations of independence for 90 days. 71 The EC subsequently 

established the European Community Conference on Yugoslavia (ECCY) to avert further 

violence and reach negotiated agreements among the contending republics and the federal state. 

In an effort to establish consistent standards for recognition, EC foreign ministers met on 17 

December 1991 and approved a procedure for Yugoslavia's republics to apply for independence. 

The foreign ministers instructed the EC's Arbitration Commission, headed by French jurist 

Robert Badinter, to invite and assess applications from any Yugoslav republic seeking 

independence. 72 It pledged to assess applicants to determine if independence represented the 

popular will and if their legal systems contained adequate guidelines for protecting individual 

and minority rights. 73 On 20 December, the Presidency of BiH, over the dissenting voices of its 

two SOS members, voted to apply to the Badinter Commission for BiH to be recognized as 

independent. 74 

SOS leaders responded to the move toward independence by accelerating their drive for a 

separate Serb state. On 21 December 1991, the Bosnian Serb Assembly met and approved 

"preparations for the formation of a Serb Republic." 75 On 9 January 1992, these "preparations" 
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became reality as the assembly proclaimed the "Serb Republic of BiH."76 On 11 January 1992, 

the Badinter Commission issued its recommendation that BiH hold a referendum to determine 

the will of its people regarding independence. 77 In the early morning hours of 25 January, the 

Bosnian Assembly voted to hold such a referendum on the weekend of 29 February and 1 March. 

The circumstances of that vote recalled the assembly's approval of a memorandum and platform 

on 14-15 October: After the assembly president adjourned the session, most Serb delegates 

departed, and the resolution was then passed by Croat and Muslim deputies. The next day, 26 

February, the Bosnian Serb Assembly met and denounced as illegal the Bosnian Assembly's 

decision to hold a referendum. Bosnian Serb Assembly delegates demanded the "transformation 

of BiH" (meaning its territorial division) before any referendum. 78 But the government of BiH 

proceeded with its plans, and international monitors were assigned to observe the voting. Just 

hours before the referendum was to begin, the Bosnian Serb Assembly met again and proclaimed 

a "Constitution of the Serbian Republic of BiH'' that had been in preparation for some weeks. 79 

Article One specified, "The Serbian Republic of BiH is a state of the Serbian people and citizens 

who live in it. "80 

Voters in the referendum generally followed the instructions of their nationalist party 

leaders. In accord with the recommendation of SDA and HDZ leaders, Bosnian Muslims and 

Bosnian Croats voted overwhelmingly for independence. 81 The vast majority of Bosnian Serbs 

boycotted the referendum at the urging of Bosnian Serb nationalist leaders, who argued that the 

Serbian nation had already expressed its wish to remain in the SFRJ in the SDS-organized 

plebiscite of 9 and 10 November 1991. Following the referendum, the EC declared its intent to 

recognize BiH as an independent state. Contrary to many published accounts, no governmental 

body of BiH declared the republic's independence after the referendum. The republic's leaders 

secured independence by virtue of EC and US recognition, which took effect on 7 April 1992, 

rather than by their own proclamation. 

Within hours after the polls closed, some SDS members and their supporters took up 

arms, donned masks, and erected barricades at key transit points throughout Sarajevo. Muslims 

of the SDA responded by putting up their own barricades in strategic locations, often directly 
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across from the SOS barriers, creating what became known as "sandwich barricades." At a press 

conference on 2 March, SDS party leaders asserted that the barricades were a spontaneous 

response to a shooting at a Bosnian Serb wedding in Sarajevo's Old Orthodox Church in which 

the bridegroom's father was killed and an Orthodox priest was wounded.82 Late in the afternoon 

of 2 March, General Kukanjac, acting as a mediator in his role as commander of the JNA Second 

Army District, convened a meeting of key nationalist party leaders and obtained their agreement 

to dismantle the barricades. That night, SDS and SDA leaders visited many barricade sites and 

urged their followers to take them down.83 

The barricades evoked a strong popular response among Sarajevans. On the evening of 2 

March, thousands of protesters gathered in central meeting places and formed a column that 

wound its way past many of the barricades and demanded their removal.84 This popular action 

took place just as the agreement negotiated by Kukanjac was being implemented. The marchers, 

however, felt empowered by the apparent success of their undertaking and continued to attend 

peace demonstrations that occurred intermittently over the next month. Although both the SDS 

and SDA shunned these demonstrations, the opposition Social Democrats and thousands of 

Sarajevans embraced the "Valter" movement, named after the best-known hero of the city's 

resistance to German occupation in the Second World War.85 The next day, 3 March, some 

barricades reappeared. This time no nationalist party leader claimed responsibility for them. 

Kukanjac urgently convened another meeting that led to a second agreement to deploy joint 

patrols of the JNA and local police of the BiH MUP to prevent further barricade activity .86 Both 

SOS and SDA leaders praised this outcome, and the battle of dueling barricades came to an end 

with the deployment of the joint patrols. Although the joint patrols operated for some weeks with 

few problems, they served to defer war rather than avert it, and the JNA continued to transfer 

some of its arms to the Bosnian Serbs. 'The patrols postponed some events, and that was in the 

interest of the Serbs," Kukanjac recalled in a 1994 TV interview.87 

Officials of the BiH MUP, after an investigation, concluded that some l 9 police officers, 

both Serbs and Muslims, had participated on one side or another of the barricade episodes, and 

they placed the blame for coordinating the barricade campaign on high Serb officials in MUP. 88 
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SDS leaders, for their part, complained that Muslim police officials were aiding the Green Berets 

(a Muslim paramilitary organization) and that Serb policemen had suffered discrimination at the 

hands of Croats and Muslims in the Ministry of lnterior. 89 On 15 March, Serb policemen in Stari 

grad station quit their posts, leaving the station in the hands of non-Serb officers.90 Subsequently, 

on 24 March 1992, Serb police commanders terminated all five non-Serb police officers in Pale 

and three non-Serb officers in the nearby municipality of Sokolac and relieved them of their 

weapons and equipment.91 Malko Koroman, Chief of Police in Pale, explained that he had acted 

"in accord with decisions made by the government of SAO Romanija, which had given the 

order."92 The firings, he said, were responses to the departure of Bosnian Serb policemen from 

their employment in Stari grad. On March 31, Momcilo Mandie, an SDS member who was then 

Deputy Commander of the MUP of BiH, proclaimed in a telex to all police stations that a 

separate Serb MUP would begin operating the next day, 1 April 1992, throughout BiH.93 

Large-scale violence erupted during the holiday weekend prior to 7 April, the date when 

the EC and US recognition of BiH's independence took effort. On 5 April, Serb units attacked 

the police academy located at Vraca, a high point just south of the city's main east-west 

thoroughfare.94 About 6:00 p.m., the school director surrendered, and about 400 cadets were 

taken as prisoners. That night, tens of thousands of Sarajevans held another "Valter" march and 

entered the hall of the Bosnian Assembly, demanding the resignation of nationalists. The next 

day, 6 April, they continued their protest on the large open space between the Assembly Building 

and the Holiday Inn Hotel. In mid-afternoon of 6 April, gunfire erupted from the roof of the 

Holiday Inn, which for some weeks had been the headquarters for the SDS party leadership. Six 

demonstrators were killed, and the other demonstrators scattered in fear of their lives. BiH police 

arrived and captured six gunmen in the Holiday Inn, but Karadzic, his entourage, and other 

gunmen had already left the hotel.95 (The six gunmen were eventually released, exchanged for 

the police cadets held as prisoners at the Vraca academy.) The attack of 6 April ended the Valter 

movement and was followed by further violence. That night, artillery fire raked the central 

tramway depot, and mortar and artillery fire hit the old city. JNA units seized control of 

Sarajevo's airport in Butmir, claiming that it was only seeking to secure the airport and separate 

h d . f . 96 t e conten mg act10ns. 
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Civilian leaders of all groups consolidated their military organizations in the two months 

following the outbreak of armed hostilities in Sarajevo on 6 April 1992. Croat nationalist leaders 

formed the Croatian Defense Council (HVO; Hrvatsko vijece obrane) on 8 April.97 On 15 April 

1992, the presidency of BiH ordered armed units consolidated under the republic's TO 

command, 98 the first step in creating a unified Army of the Republic of Bosnia-Herzegovina 

(ARBiH; Armija Republike Bosne i Hercegovine) later that month. The JNA in BiH was 

transformed into the military force of the Bosnian Serbs. On 4 May, the Yugoslav Federal 

Presidency ordered the withdrawal of JNA forces from BiH within 15 days. Four days later, the 

same body sent some 38 JNA generals into retirement. It also directed that General Kukanjac be 

replaced as commander of the Second Military District by Ratko Mladic, a veteran of the JNA's 

Croatia campaign. The Bosnian Serb Assembly, meeting in Banja Luka, voted on 12 May to 

create the Bosnian Serb Army (VRS - Vojska Republike Srpske) and designated Mladic as its 

first commander. Ratko Mladic's tenure as commander of the JNA's Second Army District had 

lasted only days before he became commander of the VRS. 

The formal withdrawal of the JNA units from BiH left most heavy weaponry and the vast 

majority of troops to continue the campaign under the indigenous command of Bosnian Serbs. 

The JNA Chief of Staff, General Veljko Kadijevic, summarized the process: "The commands 

and units of the JNA made up the backbone of the RS army and fully equipped it with weaponry 

and equipment." 99 Each of the five army corps in BiH was renamed while retaining most of its 

personnel and many of its weapons. The Sarajevo-based Fourth Corps of the JNA became the 

Romanij a Corps of the VRS, giving the VRS a military unit with an area of responsibility that 

coincided with the civilian-led SAO Romanija. The Romanija Corps, formed with a force of 

approximately 13,000 men, maintained the encirclement of Sarajevo for the rest of the war. Its 

principal adversary was to be the First Corps of the ARBiH, the unit charged with defending 

Sarajevo. 
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Serb Visions of Sarajevo 

Karadzic and other SDS officials accorded Sarajevo a central position in their strategic 

thinking. Their vision evolved over time and varied depending on the audience for which it was 

expressed. With the advent of war, they implemented their strategic intention to divide Sarajevo 

into what they called its Serb and Muslim parts and developed radically different visions of the 

fate they desired for each part. 

On several occasions in fall 1991, Karadzic expressed a desire to either confine or 

eliminate Sarajevo's Muslims. On 8 September, enraged that Muslim police in the town of Otok 

on the Croatian border had detained Croatian Serb interior minister Milan Martic, Karadzic told 

Serbian President Milosevic in a phone conversation that Serbs in the Sarajevo area were getting 

ready to blockade the city: "Romanija has informed me that they are preparing to block 

Sarajevo," he told Milosevic. "No one will be able to leave Sarajevo." 100 In a conversation with 

SDS Vice President Nikola Koljevic that same day, he repeated the prospect that SOS officials 

around Sarajevo would impose a blockade: "They'll cut off Sarajevo! Nobody will be able to 

leave Sarajevo in any direction. Nobody in any direction!" 101 In mid-October-1991, angered 

that SDA and HDZ delegates in the Bosnian Assembly were proposing a memorandum of 

sovereignty (see "The Serb Campaign for Regionalization" above), Karadzic told his long-time 

friend and fellow writer Gojko Djogo in a private telephone conversation that Muslim Sarajevans 

would die for attempting to become independent of the SFRJ: 

They do not understand how the Serbs arc boiling, how the Serbs take long to rouse, but 
once they are aroused it takes long to calm them .... They must know that there are 20,000 
armed Serbs around Sarajevo, man. Sarajevo will be a melting pot in which 300,000 
Muslims will die .... What do you think you can do, secede like Croatia?102 

In the same conversation, Karadzic told Djogo he intended to allow Muslims to rule small 

enclaves: "He [Bosnian President Izetbegovic - rjd] can have the power in half of Sarajevo, 

Zenica, in half of Tuzla, and that's it. ... They do not understand that there would be bloodshed 

and that the Muslim people would disappear."'° 3 
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On 15 October, Karadzic voiced a variant of these threats from the podium of the 

Bosnian Assembly, but he did not specifically mention Sarajevo and proposed no specific 

number of Muslims who would die. Some weeks before, Kraji!nik had gently cautioned 

Karadzic against saying that only Muslims would perish: "We should say that we will all 

disappear, both, you know," he told Karadzic. "We should deliberately say this."104 But in 

speaking to the Bosnian Assembly on 15 October, Karadzic repeated the threat he expressed to 

Djogo while attempting to transfer responsibility for the Muslim's disappearance to their own 

leaders: "Don't think that you won't lead Bosnia and Herzegovina into hell and possibly the 

Muslim nation to disappear, for the Muslim people cannot defend itself if there will be war 

here.'' 105 His statement provoked a sharp response from Izetbegovic, who cited his "statement 

and manner of its presentation" as reasons why BiH might not want to remain in Yugoslavia. 

After Karadzic's combative statement to the Assembly on 15 October and the sharp retort 

it evoked, SDS leaders adopted the theme of "separation" (sometimes expressed as 

"territorialization") of Sarajevo into "Muslim'' and "Serb" parts as their major theme. At the 

meeting on the evening of 15 October (discussed above), one party leader proposed to form a 

"Serb government with its seat in Sarajevo, which could link all our regions." 106 Another 

participant said it was time to part with the illusion that a framework could be found for common 

life with Muslims and Croats. He asserted that the various Serb regions must be ready to 

blockade commercial routes entering Sarajevo. 107 In the aftermath of this meeting, SDS leaders 

at several levels advanced additional proposals to divide Serb from non-Serb areas. In the 

Sarajevo municipality of Ilijas, SDS delegates to the municipal assembly proposed on 29 

October that the "Serb part" of that municipality separate from the city of Sarajevo and join SAO 

Romanija. 108 Karadzic, speaking in December 1991, stated, "It seems to me that at this moment 

in time, given the amount of mutual suspicion, we should aim for as much separation as possible, 

and only later on let life and economic reasons bring people together." 109 

In January 1992 SDS Vice President Nikola Koljevic, meeting with Croatian President 

Tudjman and his advisers in Zagreb, advocated "humane population transfers" to assure the 

separation of the peoples of BiH. 110 Tudjman responded affirmatively, noting that "history has 
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shown the need for resettlements from time to time.~• In April 1992 Koljevic stated publicly that 

the division of the republic should start in Sarajevo and urged that work on boundaries of 

"national communities" start immediately, "so that Sarajevo will be territorialized." 111 

In the first half of May 1992, as war raged in much of the republic, Bosnian Serb 

Assembly delegates reiterated their commitment to ethnic division by adopting six "strategic 

priorities, that is to say, the strategic goals for the Serb people." 112 Reaffirming the principle of 

division that had guided the SDS since autumn 1991, the delegates specified as their first goal 

"separation from the other two national communities ' separation of states." 113 Assembly 

President Krajisnik called that principle "the most important one .... All other goals are sub

items of the first one. Have we finally decided to separate from the remaining two national 

communities? We can part from them if BiH is to be torn into three parts." 114 

The other five goals identified specific territorial objectives. The fifth goal advocated 

"division of the city of Sarajevo into Serb and Muslim parts and implementation of an effective 

state government in each of these two parts" 115 In explaining this goal to the Bosnian Serb 

Assembly, Karadzic underlined the city's importance in the outcome of the war: 

Sarajevo is strategically in fifth place, but the battle in Sarajevo and for Sarajevo, seen 
strategically and tactically, is of decisive importance .... Alija [Izctbegovic - rjd] does 
not have a state as long as we have a part of Sarajevo. . . . Because the fighting around 
Sarajevo is decisive [to] the destiny of BiH, and we suspected and said so before that if 
there were a war it would start in Sarajevo and end in Sarajevo.116 

Bosnian Serb nationalist leaders repeated or cited the six strategic goals a number of 

times in subsequent assembly sessions. Karadzic and Krajisnik summarized them several times 

in the assembly and insisted that they could not be changed or abandoned. 117 At various times, 

SDS officials explained their more specific understanding of the goals adopted on 12 May. At a 

meeting of military and municipal leaders two days later on 14 May 1992, SDS leader Milan 

Malidza, president of the municipal assembly of Mrkonjic Grad, related his understanding of the 

fifth strategic goal: "It was said that Sarajevo must be divided or razed to the ground." 118 In July 

1994 Karadzic gave a more specific iteration of the first strategic goal: "to rid the house of our 
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enemies, that is, the Croats and Muslims, so that we will no longer be together in a state. 11119 

Krajisnik, objecting to provisions of the Dayton Peace Agreement in December 1995, insisted 

that the goals were permanent: 

The mission of this republic and its first strategic goal is for us to divide from Muslims 
and Croats, and no one has the right to create a strategy whereby Serb Sarajevo remains 
in a common state. Thus any kind of danger or wish for a connection and solution for 
Sarajevo is excluded such that we want to stay with the Muslims and Croats. 120 

Several speakers acknowledged at the assembly's session on 12 May that the city was 

already in the grip of Serb forces. SDS President Radovan Karadzic told the assembly, "We hold 

all our areas, all the municipalities, all the settlements around Sarajevo, and we hold our enemies 

... in complete encirclement, so that they cannot receive military aid, in manpower or in 

weapons.'' 121 Trifko Radie, representative of the western Sarajevo municipality of Ilijas where 

the Bosnian government forces had failed to break through in April, could now claim that he and 

his colleagues had sealed off the city: 

We arc prepared. We hold 50 km of the line of encirclement around Ilijas. We are 
organized and I have asked the TV to come and record how well organized for the war 
we are in Ilijas, how our defence lines are organized. . .. We have cut off and mined the 
railway line and no one can arrive in Sarajevo. We have mined the motorway too. We 
shall do our best to prevent the enemy from ever getting to Sarajevo from the direction of 
Zcnica, and anyone who tries the upper route will also meet his cnd.122 

Dragan Kalinic, Minister of Health of the Serbian Republic of BiH, denounced as 

inimical to Serbian interests an agreement, signed that very day, whereby the JNA allowed the 

United Nations to use the Sarajevo airport to deliver humanitarian aid to Sarajevo. 123 He saw 

war as the only satisfactory option: 

Knowing who our enemies arc, how perfidious they arc, how they cannot be trusted 
until they are physically, militarily destroyed and crushed, which, of course, implies 
eliminating and liquidating their key people. I do not hesitate in selecting the first 
option, the option of war, because I believe ... that the fate of Serbs in BiH cannot be 
solved in any other way but by war. 124 

As part of that war, he advocated destroying one of Sarajevo 1s major medical facilities: 
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Those who will be planning the Sarajevo operation, either of liberating Sarajevo or of 
destroying the enemy forces in Sarajevo, will have to plan what to do with the medical 
facilities. And let me tell you this right now, if the Military Hospital is to end up in 
the hands of the enemy, I am for the destruction of the Kosevo hospital so that the 
enemy has nowhere to go for medical help.125 

General Mladic, the newly-designated commander of the VRS, urged the assembly to 

tighten the noose around the city. "If you want to make the Muslims surrender, 300 guns must be 

densely planted around Sarajevo, of caliber ranging from Zolja /hand-held rocket launcher/ 40-

64 millimetres to Orkan/multiple rocket launcher/ and P-65 rockets." General Mladic advocated 

placing the city in a stranglehold of the VRS: 

And we have to put a ring around the dragon's head of Sarajevo this very moment, 
and only those whom we let out should be allowed out, and this 'we' is not just 
anyone among us, but the one who is in charge, who is the commander. 176 

Mladic further proposed to withhold vital municipal services from Sarajevo while blaming the 

Bosnian government side: 

We are not going to say that we are going to destroy the power supply pylons or turn 
off the water supply, no because that would get America out of its seat, but gentlemen, 
please, fine, well, one day there is no water at all in Sarajevo. . . . Therefore, we have 
to wisely tell the world, it was they who were shooting, hit the transmission line and 
the power went off, they were shooting at the water supply facilities, there was a 
power cut at such and such a place, we are doing our best repairing this, that is what 
d• l . 121 1p omacy 1s ... 

The diplomacy advocated ~y Mladic became an essential part of the dual-track approach 

to the siege adopted by Serbian leaders. The public position of senior SDS officials, and of senior 

commanders of the VRS, was that Serb armed forces were merely defending the Serb-inhabited 

areas around Sarajevo against assaults by the ABiH. Bosnian Serb leaders resolutely declined to 

call the military situation a "siege," the term normally used by global media and UN officials. 

Instead, Mladic claimed that Bosnian Muslim forces were attacking Serbs in Sarajevo's suburbs 

from within the city and holding Serbs in the city center against their will. "The Serb side ... was 

and still is deeply disturbed by the situation that now prevails in Sarajevo," he wrote in an open 

letter to UN Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali and several western leaders in September 

1992. "Between 40,000 to 50,000 Serbs are held as ethnic hostages and the constant daily attacks 
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on Serbian municipalities Ilidza, Lukavica, Ilijas, Vogosca take place." 128 He accounted for 

civilian casualties in the city by blaming the city's defenders: 

The Muslim side keeps committing crimes against their own population, bombing their 
own cities and towns, killing their own people in bread-queues, on market-places, at 
funerals, attacking UNPROFOR (United Nations Protection Force) personnel and 
facilities, and now starting to shoot down humanitarian relief planes, all that with the 
purpose of provoking international wrath against the Serbs.129 

In contrast to his pre-war stance favoring Pale's removal from the city of Sarajevo, 

Karadzic contended that Pale was an integral part of the city and therefore worthy of being 

designated the capital city of Republika Srpska. ''The Republika Srpska exists. Its capital is 

Sarajevo, that is, Serb Sarajevo, and Pale belongs to Serb Sarajevo, because Pale is a Sarajevo 

municipality." 13° Furthermore, Karadzic envisioned Serb Sarajevo as a counterpart to what he 

called the city's "Muslim part." By summer 1992, Bosnian Serb forces had taken control of 

municipalities on their side of the siege lines. Non-Serbs either departed or were driven out, 

leaving those communities overwhelmingly Serb in population. Nedeljko Prstojevic, Ilidza's 

delegate in the Bosnian Serb Assembly, credited Karadzi~ with the inspiration to rid Sarajevo's 

suburbs of its Muslim inhabitants: 

When the Serbs in Sarajevo began their uprising and took a certain amount of territory 
under their control, at that time there was no government, or at least no one knew where 
it was. Furthermore, in the first days, we didn't know if Karadzic was alive, and when he 
walked among us in Ilidza and emboldened us, Serbs in Sarajevo held the required 
territory under their control, and in certain areas extended their territory and drove 
Muslims from territories where they were effectively a majority. 131 

As war continued, Karadzic expressed hopes that Serb Sarajevo would become the strategically 

central hub of a postwar Serb state: 

Sarajevo will be divided and become two cities. ... Everything that is Serb we will retain. 
For us, Sarajevo integrates eastern Herzegovina, Old Herzegovina, and Romanija .... 
Romanija has its urban core in Sarajevo, and it will stay that way." 132 

Few of these far-reaching plans were realized, either during or after the war. 
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Tightening the Siege 

Following BiH's recognition as an independent state by the EC and US on 7 April, armed 

conflict took place in Sarajevo on most days of April 1992. Fighting was punctuated by 

internationally-negotiated ceasefires that lasted at most three days. The city was shelled from the 

surrounding hills. Kosevo hospital and the Institute for Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation in 

Illidza were shelled, and UNPROFOR troops who attempted to rescue patients came under 

sniper fire. 133 The Sarajevo Radio and Television Center was hit repeatedly, while SDS officials 

denounced the alleged bias of Sarajevo TV and demanded that it be split into three parts. The 

Olympic Museum and its contents were destroyed by fire after it was shelled on 25 April 1992. 

The military struggle for Sarajevo pitted the well-armed VRS against the well-manned 

but under-equipped ARBiH. Intermittently throughout April 1992, Bosnian Serb forces 

including the TO, police, and paramilitary units fought against TO and police units under 

Bosnian government control and paramilitaries controlled by Muslim and Croat nationalist 

parties. These battles were largely fought in Sarajevo's western and northern s_uburbs, 

principally in the municipalities of Ilidza, Ilijas, and Novi grad. Aided by the heavy weapons of 

the JNA, Serbian forces gradually took control of much of this territory. The JNA expanded its 

control of approaches to the city by establishing roadblocks along key roads. By the end of 

April, the contour of Sarajevo's siege was largely established. The front lines of the siege are 

shown in Map Three. 

In the eyes of many international observers, recognition of BiH's independence meant 

that the JNA had become a foreign army intervening in another country's domestic affairs. This 

was the contingency for which Milosevic and Jovic had planned in late 1991. On 27 April 1992, 

Milosevic backers reorganized the Yugoslav Federation to consist only of the republics of 

Montenegro and Serbia, along with its formerly autonomous provinces of Kosovo and 

Vojvodina, and adopted a new constitution. That same day, the Presidency of BiH ordered the 

JNA to withdraw from the newly-independent republic. 134 When the JNA failed to withdraw 

immediately, special police of the BiH Ministry of the Interior and other units loyal to the 
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government of Bili began surrounding some of the 16 JNA facilities in Sarajevo. The encircled 

JNA troops and their equipment became valuable but well-armed hostages, and tense 

negotiations ensued to secure their uncontested withdrawal from BiH. 

On 2 May, the JNA and allied Serbian forces launched an armored assault on the city.135 

The JNA sent tanks into the area near the Presidency, but they were repelled by foot soldiers 

using antitank weapons. The central post office, which also contained telephone switching 

equipment vital to the city's links with the outside world, was destroyed. Yugoslav MIG aircraft 

flew overhead as the JNA and allied forces attacked from the south, west, and north. The 

outgunned TO forces of BiH nevertheless stemmed the assault, and the BiH forces held the 

central city and small areas extending west and north. The next day, 3 May, they launched the 

first of several counterattacks that failed to break through the Serbian positions holding the 

western suburbs. 136 The failed JNA offensive of 2 and 3 May 1992 proved to be the last major 

act of Kukanjac's command. As noted above, he was relieved on 4 May and replaced by Ratko 

Mladic as commander of the Second Military District. 

Sarajevo and its Siege in the International Spotlight 

From the first days of armed attacks on the city, global attention was riveted on Sarajevo. 

Many foreign journalists and representatives of international organizations made the city their 

headquarters during the war, occasioning media coverage of Sarajevo's plight disproportionate to 

other areas of BiH. Sarajevo was accorded a special place in negotiations to end the war in BiH, 

and it was consistently highlighted in United Nations reports and resolutions. A succession of 

different individual negotiators and international agencies took the lead in seeking an end to the 

war, and each of them directed some attention to ending the siege and returning the city to a 

more normal condition. 137 

As noted above, the ECCY was the first international body to oversee peace negotiations 

for the former Yugoslavia. Its negotiators first directed their efforts toward ending the war in 

Croatia, and on 2 January 1992, the JNA and Croatia signed an agreement known as the Vance 
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Plan (named after former US Secretary of State Cyrus Vance) in Sarajevo that ended, for a time, 

hostilities in Croatia. The parties agreed to deployment of a United Nations force, UNPROFOR, 

along lines of separation between their forces, giving the United Nations the lead in the 

international military presence on the ground. 

UNPROFOR was initially mandated to operate as a peacekeeping force in Croatia to 

monitor compliance with the Vance Plan of January 1992. It was first headquartered in 

Sarajevo. Its lead contingents arrived in to set up headquarters in Sarajevo in early March 1992, 

as the city was poised on the brink of armed conflict between Serb forces and supporters of the 

government of BiH. Escalating violence in Sarajevo eventually forced UNPROFOR in May 

1992 to relocate its headquarters to Zagreb, and when UNPROFOR received a mandate to 

operate in BiH, its primary mission was to secure the delivery of humanitarian aid to civilians. 

Although its commanders regularly negotiated cease-fires and otherwise mediated among parties 

to the conflict, UNPROFOR in BiH did not have the benefit of a peace agreement such as the 

Vance Plan in Croatia, and it was not deployed along front lines to separate combatants as it was 

in Croatia. Nevertheless, with over 10,000 troops, UNPROFOR represented the largest and most 

conspicuous presence of the international community in BiH throughout the war. 

After the Vance Plan was signed in January 1992, the ECCY, through its Working Group 

on Bosnia-Herzegovina, turned its attention to BiH. Portuguese Foreign Minister Jose Cutiliero 

led ten rounds of talks in London, Brussels, Lisbon, and Sarajevo in the first seven months of 

1992 in search of an agreement to avert or end hostilities. He treated the leaders of the three 

nationalist parties as equals and promoted constitutional arrangements that amounted to de facto 

partition of BiH into three non-contiguous units, each dominated by a single nation. At the fifth 

round of talks in Sarajevo on 18 March 1992 (before war began), the three parties agreed to key 

principles of the Cutiliero Plan (as it became known) as a basis for further negotiations, but they 

did not sign the agreement. 138 Using results of the 1991 census, one study concluded that the 

plan would leave 60% of Croats, 18% of Muslims, and 50% of Serbs living in areas dominated 

by another nation. 139 Within a week, representatives of all three groups - the Bosnian Croats, 
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Bosnian Muslims, and Bosnian Serbs - distanced themselves from the plan. Cutiliero conducted 

further talks into July 1992 but failed to secure a breakthrough to end the war. 140 

As ECCY-led talks proved fruitless, the United Nations first focused its attention on 

Sarajevo, particularly its airport, and the capital city's need for humanitarian aid. In Resolution 

752 of 15 May 1992, the UN Security Council asked the Secretary General to review methods of 

ensuring "safe and secure access to Sarajevo airport." 141 The secretary general, responding to the 

council's request, weighed the option of deploying UNPROFOR troops to provide "armed 

protection" for humanitarian convoys. 142 That option, he reported, was fraught with risks. 

Without naming any party, he wrote, 

In assessing the risk of hostile action, it has to be remembered that for some of the parties 
the infliction of hardship on civilians is actually a war aim, as it leads to the desired 
movements of population from certain areas. 

Two weeks later in Resolution 757, the Security Council imposed sanctions on the Federal 

Republic of Yugoslavia (Republics of Serbia and Montenegro) for its support of the Bosnian 

Serbs. It noted that "all parties bear some responsibility for the situation," but it deplored the 

"failure of the authorities in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, including the JNA," to 

implement its earlier resolution and regretted that "conditions have not yet been established for 

the effective and unhindered delivery of humanitarian assistance, including safe and secure 

access to and from Sarajevo." 143 Even though Bosnian Serb nationalist leaders agreed on 5 June 

1992 to reopen the airport for humanitarian aid and to place their heavy weapons under 

UNPROFOR supervision, the Security Council's concern for free transit through the Sarajevo 

airport was repeated in subsequent resolutions through the summer of 1992. 144 Resolution 771 

of 13 August 1 992, going beyond concern for the airport, noted, 

continuing reports of widespread violations of international humanitarian law 
including ... deliberate attacks on noncombatants, hospitals, and ambulances, impeding 
the delivery of food and medical supplies to the civilian population, and wanton 
d • d d • f 14' evastation an estructJon o property. • 

On 24 August 1992, Tadeusz Mazowiecki, Special Rapporteur of the UN Commission on 

Human Rights, visited Sarajevo and other places in BiH to assess the human rights situation. In 
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his report submitted four days later, he concluded, "The greatest threat to life at present comes 

from the shelling of civilian population centers and the shooting of civilians in besieged 

towns.,,146 He was alarmed that the besieging Serb forces were denying essential needs to 

Sarajevo's residents: 

The siege, including the shelling of population centers and the cutting off of supplies of 
food and other essential goods, is another tactic . . . The city is shelled on a regular basis, 
in what appears to be a deliberate attempt to spread terror among the population. Snipers 
shoot innocent civilians. The mission visited the hospital, and was able to see many 
civilian victims. It was also able to see the damage done to the hospital itself, which has 
been deliberately shelled on several occasions, despite the proper display of the 
internationally recognized Red Cross symbol. 

Mazowiecki also noted that cultural centers had been targeted and that the airport, 

essential for the delivery of humanitarian aid, had been "among the principal targets of the 

shelling." In addition to the mosques and the Olympic Museum attacked in April, Serbian forces 

had destroyed the Oriental Institute 147 and attacked Muslim, Catholic, and even Serbian 

Orthodox religious institutions in the city in May through August. The day after his departure, 

Serb forces attacked the National and University Library and the offices of the daily newspaper, 

Oslobodjenje. 148 The library burned throughout the night, destroying most of its contents. 149 

At the London Conference on 28 and 29 August 1992, the UN and EC combined their 

efforts for peace in BiH by forming the International Conference on the Former Yugoslavia 

(ICFY). They appointed Lord David Owen and Cyrus Vance as co-chairmen of the 

conference's steering committee and placed them in charge of the quest for peace. 150 At this 

conference, Karadzic agreed to put the VRS's heavy weapons in the hills above the city under 

international supervision, even as he denied that his forces were besieging Sarajevo. 151 A few 

hours after the conference ended, Sarajevo was again subjected to mortar and artillery barrages 

that killed at least ten and wounded many more. 152 Even after international observers were 

deployed, they did little more than monitor the number of shells the VRS was firing at the city 

below. As the assaults on Sarajevo continued, the co-chairmen worked throughout the autumn 

on a peace plan. 
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After several months of preliminary talks, Vance and Owen presented their peace plan 

(VOPP: Vance-Owen Peace Plan) to the leaders of the three nationalist parties in early January 

1993. The YOPP called for ten provinces, three each with majorities of Croats, Serbs, and 

Muslims, and a tenth province, Sarajevo, to be shared by all three groups.153 Croat 

representatives accepted the plan immediately, and Muslim negotiators acquiesced to it in late 

March 1993, but the Bosnian Serb Assembly rejected the plan after Serb voters had 

overwhelming voted against it in a special referendum in May 1993. 

With the VOPP languishing in the absence of Bosnian Serb acquiescence, the United 

Nations Security Council continued to demand an end to attacks against Sarajevo and other 

besieged towns in BiH. Resolution 819 (16 April 1993) condemned the "deliberate actions of 

the Bosnian Serb party to force the evacuation of the civilian population from Srebrenica ... as 

well as from other parts of the Republic of BiH as part of its overall abhorrent campaign of 

'ethnic cleansing."' 154 In Resolution 824, the Security Council called attention to the ''urgent 

security and humanitarian needs" of several towns and noted, 

the unique character of the city of Sarajevo, as a multicultural, multi-ethnic, and pluri
religious centre which exemplifies the viability of coexistence and interrelations between 
all the communities of the Republic of BiH, and of the need to preserve it and avoid its 
further destruction. 

The resolution declared that Sarajevo and five other towns should be "treated as safe areas" and 

demanded "the immediate cessation of armed attacks ... and the withdrawal of all Bosnian Serb 

military or paramilitary units from these towns to a distance where from they cease to constitute 

a menace to their security." 155 Security Council Resolution 836 (4 June 1993) expanded 

UNPROFOR's mandate beyond participating in the delivery of humanitarian aid "to deter 

attacks against the safe areas, to monitor the cease-fire, to promote the withdrawal of military or 

paramilitary units other than those of the Government of the Republic of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, and to occupy some key points on the ground." 156 In each resolution, the Security 

Council emphasized that its demands were consistent with implementation of the VOPP. 
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In August 1993, Lord Owen and Stoltenberg (replacing Cyrus Vance, who had resigned 

in May) initiated a new peace plan to supersede the moribund VOPP.157 The Owen-Stoltenberg 

Plan, usually referred to as the Union of Three Republics, proposed to create three highly 

autonomous territorial units, one for each of Bill's three major nations. 158 Under the plan, 

Sarajevo would have come under UN administration. Owen and Stoltenberg won the 

acquiescence of negotiators for all three parties, but representatives in the Muslim-dominated 

Parliament of BiH in Sarajevo rejected the plan, concerned with the modest 30% of BiH's 

territory to be given to the Bosnian Muslim side. EU Action Plan of 8 November 1993 likewise 

involved autonomous territorial units defined on national lines.159 It was the first of three plans, 

characterized by Lord Owen as "all basically of the same family," 160 that made additional special 

provisions for the future status of Sarajevo. 

The continuing diplomatic stalemate was brought to an end in February 1994 following a 

particularly deadly attack on Sarajevo. On 5 February 1994, a single shell landed in the midst of 

the busy Markale marketplace in downtown Sarajevo, killing 68 persons and wounding over 200. 

A UN investigation suggested that the VRS was likely the perpetrator of the at~ack, and world 

leaders reacted with outrage at the assault on civilians. The incident led the US to issue an 

ultimatum to the Bosnian Serbs to withdraw their heavy weapons from a twenty-kilometer "total 

exclusion zone" around Sarajevo or face NATO air attacks on Bosnian Serb positions. Russian 

diplomats, deepening their country's involvement in the crisis in BiH, brokered a compromise 

providing for the withdrawal of Bosnian Serb heavy weapons from the exclusion zone in 

exchange for deployment of a Russian detachment to UNPROFOR. Although the Bosnian Serb 

nationalists complied slowly and reluctantly, they eventually withdrew their heavy weapons from 

the exclusion zone. 

ICFY efforts for peace were complicated by the outbreak of full-scale war between Croat 

and Muslim armed forces in April 1993. The war between the former allies alarmed US policy

makers, who urged the two sides to end the fighting and form a shared territorial unit. A US-led 

initiative resulted in Muslim and Croat leaders signing the Washington Agreement in March 

1994, creating the "Federation of BiH" made up of ten "cantons." The agreement specified that 
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Sarajevo would be the capital of the Federation and one of its ten cantons. In its first year the 

agreement produced little more than a cease-fire and the Federation was at first an empty vessel, 

but it proved decisive in redirecting the energies of the ARBiH and HVO against their common 

adversary, the VRS. 161 

After the Bosnian Serb nationalists had withdrawn their heavy weapons from the 

exclusion zone and the Washington Agreement was reached by Serb and Croat leaders, Owen 

and Stoltenberg formed the Contact Group, consisting of the US, UK, France, Germany, and 

Russia, to expedite negotiations. The Contact Group soon superseded the ICFY as the principal 

agency negotiating a peace agreement, but its first plan was rebuffed by the Bosnian Serb 

nationalists. 162 As of August 1994, the Contact Group remained on the table, but the Bosnian 

Serbs continued to reject modified variants of the plan. Not until summer 1995 did further 

developments move the parties toward a final cease-fire and result in a negotiated end to the war 

and siege in November 1995. 

Conclusion 

Geography, demographic change, political development, and the Bosnian Serb 

nationalists' strategy all played a role in creating conditions that led to the siege of Sarajevo. 

The city developed in a narrow east-west valley, making it vulnerable to bombardment and 

attack from hills to the north and south. Serb villages, clustered in the mountains of peripheral 

municipalities that were annexed to the city in the 1970s, came in the 1990s to provide support 

for the SDS campaign to separate from the city of Sarajevo. Bosnian Serb nationalists and their 

military allies (the JNA and its succes..~r, the VRS) drew upon those Serb-dominated rural areas 

to prepare and support the siege from 1991 to 1995. Bosnian Serb leaders used their military and 

geographic advantages to shell Sarajevo periodically, to damage and destroy its cultural and 

religious monuments, and to deprive its civilian population of food, water, electricity, gas, and 

transportation. The city's diminished population became dependent on international 

humanitarian assistance to sustain life. Widespread starvation was averted owing to the efforts 

of UNPROFOR and the ingenuity of Sarajevo's defenders. In February 1994, after two years of 
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fruitless negotiations and rejected peace plans, international diplomats achieved an agreement 

that brought the city a respite in shelling by heavy weapons. However, the siege itself continued, 

and neither armed resistance by the ARBiH nor international pressure succeeded in ending the 

VRS's encirclement and isolation of Sarajevo until late in 1995. 
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and Karadzic, see Gojko Djogo, "Vunena vremena Radovanova," in Ljiljana Bulatovic, Radovan 
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mi se da sada kada je ovolik:o nepovjerenje treba ici na sto vise razdvajanja pa neka poslije zivot 
i ekonomije, ekonomski rezoni spajaju." BCS SA02-5146. 

110 ICTY, IT-98-34-T, Prosecutor v. Mladen Natetilic, aka 'Tuta,' and Vinko Martinovic, aka 
'Stela,' Exhibit PT-3. 
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112 Bosnian Serb Assembly, 16th Session, 12 May 1992. English ERN 0091-3513. "strateske 
prioritete srpskog naroda, odnosno stratske ciljeve srpskog naroda ... " BCS ERN 0214-9446. 
The six strategic goals were published in November 1993 in the official gazette. "Odluku o 
strateskim ciljevima srpskog naroda u BiH" (Decision on the strategic goals of the Serb people in 
BiH). Sluzbeni Glasnik Republike Srpske, no. 22, 26 Novembra 1993, p. 866. 

113 Ibid., English ERN 0091-3513. "razdvajanje od druge dvije nacionalne zajednice, drzavno 
razdvajanje." BCS ERN 0214-9446. 

114 Ibid., English ERN 0091-3552. "Prvi cilj je najvazniji i on je za sve ostale ciljeve, svi ostali 
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nacionalne zajednice. Mozemo se razdvojiti sa njima, ako se Bosna i Hercegovina pocijepa na 
troje." BCS ERN 0214-9476. 

115 Ibid., English ERN 0091-3514. "Podela grada Sarajeva na srpski i muslimanski deo i 
uspostavljanje u svakom od ova dijela efektivne drzavne vlasti." BCS ERN 0214-9447. 
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drzavu dok mi imamo dio Sarajeva. ... Borbe oko Sarajevo odlucuju sudbinu BiH i mi smo to i 
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BCS ERN 0214-9447. 

117 For example, Bosnian Serb Assembly, 341h Session, 27 August 1993. BCS ERN 0215-0520. 
"Ova skupstina je usvojila strateske ciljeve srpskog naroda koji su na izvjestan nacin postali nasi 
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sad tezimo da ih zavrsimo kada bude to moguce." 

118 "Zapisnik sa sastanak odrzanog u komandi 30.part.divizije, dana 12.05.1992.g., sa 
komandantima brigada i predsjednicima opstina u zoni odgovornosti divizije" (Minutes of a 
meeting between the command of the First Partisan Brigade and the presidents of the 
municipalities in the division's responsibility zone), BCS ERN 0043-7691 -0043-7694; English 
ERN 0110-6533-0110-6536. 
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119 Bosnian Serb Assembly, 42nd Session, 18-19 July 1994. BCS ERN 0215-2880-0215-2881. 
"Mi sasvim signurno znamo da moramo nesto da damo, to je van svake sumnje ukoliko hocerno 
da ostvarimo prvi strateski cilj, a to je da se ratosiljamo neprijatelja iz kuce, a to je hrvata i 
muslirnana da nebuderno vise zajedno u drzavi." 

120 Bosnian Serb Assembly, 56th Session, 17 December 1995. BCS ERN 0215-4843. 
"Zadatak ove Republike i prvi strateski cilj da me se odvojimo od Muslimana i Hrvata i nema 
niko pravo da zasniva strategiju srpskog Sarajeva za ostanku u zajednickoj drzavi. Tako da je 
iskljucena bilo kakva opasnost i1i zelja sa kopcem i rjesenjem Sarajeva mi zelimo da ostanemo sa 
Muslimanima i Hrvatima." 

121 Bosnian Serb Assembly, 16th Session, 12 May 1992. English ERN 0091-3513. "Drzimo sve 
svoje krajeve, sve opstine, sva naselja od Sarajeva i drzimo nase neprijatelje, sad moram i mogu 
da kazem da drzimo nase neprijatelje u potpunom okruzenju, tako da im ne moze da dode vojna 
pomoc, ni u ljudstvu, ni u naoruzanju." BCS ERN 0084-7722. 

122 Ibid., English ERN 0091-3520 - 0091-3521. "Mi smo spremni, mi drzimo 50 km okruzenja 
oko Ilijasa. Mi smo organizovani, i ja sam molio TV da dode na snimi kako smo mi 
organizovani za rat u Ilijasu, kako je organizovana odbrana linije. Jest istina da smo mi pokrali 
dosta stvari. Imamo mi svegajos dole na zivimo. Mi smo pokrali 32 tona cisteme nafte i 
benzina. Mi smo presjekli i minirali prugu i nema vise dolaska u Sarajevo. Mi smo minirali i 
auto-put. Sve cemo uciniti da vise neprimjatelj iz pravca Zenice u Sarajevo nece doci, a i 
odozgo ko pode bice gotov." BCS ERN 0084-7728. 

123 Ibid., English ERN 0091-3523. "We must keep hold of the airport for Serbian needs at all 
costs .... If we let go of the airport, not only will we disappear from the lands on this side of the 
Drina river, we will disappear from the lands on this side of the Caucasus." "Aerodrom se mora 
sacuvati po svaku cijenu za potrebe Srba .... Pustimo li mi aerodrom, ne da nas nece biti preko 
Drine, nego iza Kavkaza nas nece biti i vodimo racuna o tome sta znace takve cinjenice." BCS 
ERN 0084-7730. 

124 Ibid., English ERN 0091-3522. "Poznavajuci ko namje neprijatelj, u kojoj mjeri je on 
perfidan, i u kojoj mjeri mu se ne moze vjerovati svaki dotle dok se on fizicki, vojnicki ne unisti 
i ne slomije, sto podrazumijeva, naravno i eliminisanje i likvidaciju njegovih kljucnih ljudi. Ja se 
odmah opredjeljujem za ovu prvu opciju, ratnu opciju jer jedino mislim da ... sudbina Srba u 
BiH za nas ovdje ne moze drugacije rijesiti vec ratom." BCS ERN 0084-7729. 

125 Ibid., English ERN 0091-3524. "Oni koji budu planirali operaciju Sarajeva, oslobadjanja 
Sarajeva ili unistenja zive neprijateljske sile u Sarajevo moraju da planiraju sta ce sa 
zdravstvenim objektima. I odrnah da varn kazem, ako ce Vojna bolnica posti u ruke neprijatelju, 
onda sam ja za to da se Kosevska bolnica unisti i da neprijatelj nema gdje da se lijeci." BCS 
ERN 0084-7731. 
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126 Jbid., English ERN 0091-3544. "I mi trebamo jos ovog momenta u prsten staviti azdajinu 
glavu Sarajevo i iz njega moze da ima izlaza samo onaj koja cemo mi pustiti, a ne svaki od nas 
vec onaj ko je glavnik, ko komanduje." BCS ERN 0084-7747. 

121 Ibid., English ERNs 0091-3544- 0091-3545. "Mine smijemo kazati, mi cemo unistiti 
Sarajevo, ne mi necemo, mi hocemo da sacuvamo Sarajevo, nama Sarajevo treba. Mi necemo 
kazati da cemo srusiti dalekovod ili vodu iskjuciti, ne jer to Ameriku dize na noge, ali gospodo, 
mi vas molimo sve u redu, e, jednog dana nema vode u cijelom Sarajevu. ... Prema toma mi 
moramo mudro saopstiti svijetu, gadali su oni, pogodili dalekovod i nestalo struje, gadali 
vodovod, nestalo struje tu i tu, vrsimo napore i popravljamo, to je ta diplomatija." BCS ERN 
0084-7747. 

128 Radovan Karadzic, Open Letter to UN Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali, French 
President Francois Mitterrand, British Prime Minister John Major, Envoy Cyrus Vance, and Lord 
David Owen, 8 September 1992, in Radovan Karadzic, Letters, vol. 2 (Belgrade: Medjunarodni 
odbor za istinu o Radovanu Karadzicu, 2003), p. 107. 

i29 Ibid. 

130 Nikola Ivanovic, Receno ili precutano (Mentioned or kept secret) (Belgrade: Knjizevne 
novine - Enciklopedija, 1993), p. 481. Interview with Karadzic first published in Pobjeda, 8 
June 1993. "Republika Srpska postoji. Njen glavni gradje Sarajevo, tj. srpsko Sarajevo, au 
srpsko Sarajevo spadaju i Pale, jer su Pale sarajevska opstina." 

131 Bosnian Serb Assembly, 17th Session, 24-26 July 1992. BCS ERN 0214-9561."Kad su Srbi u 
Sarajevu digli ustanak i kad su uzeli odredjene teritorije pod svoju kontrolu, o tome momentu 
nije bilo Vlada iii se bar nije znalo gdje je. Cak sta vise u prvim danima nismo znali da Ii je i 
gospodin Karadzic ziv. Kada smo saznali da je ziv i kad je sisao medju nas na Ilidza i dao nam 
odredjena ohrabrenja Srbi su u Sarajevo na tim prostorima zadrzali odredjenu teritoriju pod 
kontrolom, a po nekim dijelovima i prosirili svoje teritorija i potjerali muslimane sa teritorije 
gdje su oni prakticno u vecini." 

132 Bosnian Serb Assembly, 34th Session, August 27, 1993, Karadzic, Prosecutor v Milosevic, 
IT-02-54, Exhibit 538 ID, BCS ERN: 0215-0571. "sve sto je srpsko u Sarajevo zadrzacemo .... 
Jer nama Sarajevo integrise istocnu Hercegovinu, Stam Hercegovinu i Romaniju .... Romanija 
ima svoju farsiju u Sarajevu. I tako ce i ostati. ... Gradicemo policentricni razvoj i za takav 
razvoj nama je Srpsko Sarajevo od neprocjenjive vaznost i necemo ga dati." 

133 "The UN stated that the Swedes were fired upon until the Serb police chief of Ilidza came out 
and appealed to the gunmen to hold their fire. . . . As dusk feJI, hillside Serbian forces unleashed 
intense artillery, mortar and machinegun fire into downtown areas of the city." UN Commission 
of Experts, p. 165. 

134 Oslobodjenje, 28 April 1992, p. 1. 
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135 When Serb forces began their bombardment on 2 May, Bosnian President Alija lzetbegovic 
was in Rome for negotiations with EC representatives. Although he was told that the Sarajevo 
airport was closed, he returned to the city by plane and was immediately detained by JNA forces 
holding the airport. In subsequent negotiations, the JNA agreed to release Izetbegovic in 
exchange for General Kukanjac and hundreds of officers and soldiers then in the large military 
headquarters in the city center. lzetbegovic and Kukanjac rode together in the same armored 
personnel carrier to coordinate the release, but ARBiH soldiers fired on the convoy, killing six 
persons. See the description in Silber and Little, Yugoslavia, pp. 233-242. 

136 In the words of General Kukanjac, "The attempt at revenge by the paramilitaries on 3 May 
1992 was not successful." NIN, 6 January 2000, p. 57. At a press conference on 5 May 1992, 
Deputy Commander of the Bosnian TO, Colona! Vehbija Karie, announced that an effort by 
tanks and infantry to penetrate into the heart of the city on 3 May was repulsed and that TO 
forces had launched a counteroffensive. Vecernje Novine, 6 May 1992, p. 2. 

137 Four excellent accounts of the diplomatic efforts for peace have appeared in print. A first
hand account is provided by (Lord) David Owen, Balkan Odyssey (London: V. Gollancz, 1995), 
an account of his day-to-day negotiations with the various parties. A valuable secondary work 
by two long-time scholars of the region is Steven L. Burg and Paul S. Shoup, The War in Bosnia
Herzegovina: Ethnic Conflict and International Intervention (Armonk, NY: M. E. Sharpe, 
1999). Two other works cover the same terrain: David Campbell, National Deconstruction: 
Violence, Identity, and Justice in Bosnia (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1998); 
and Gow, Triumph of the Lack of Will. 

138 Bosnian Serb Assembly, 11th Session, 18 March 1992. Karadzic told the assembly, "The 
document has been accepted as a basis, as a foundation for further negotiations. The document 
has not been signed. We would never sign anything that we did not agree upon." English ERN 
0190-4673. 

139 Mladen Klemencic, "Territorial Proposals for the Settlement of the War in Bosnia
Herzegovina," ed. Martin Pratt and Clive Schofield, International Boundaries Research Unit 
Boundary and Territory Briefing 1 (3), 1994, p. 41. 

140 New York Times, 28 July 1992, p. A-3. 

141 "Security Council Resolution 752 (1992) (S/RES/752, 15 May 1992)," Daniel Bethlehem and 
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(1992)(S/24000, 26 May 1992)," 1: 516. 

143 Ibid., I: 9-12. 
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1992 (pp. 14-15), and 770 of 13 August 1992 (pp. 17-18). 

145 Ibid., I: 18, "Security Council Resolution 771 (1992) (S/RES/771, 13 August 1992)." 

146 "Report on the situation of human rights in the territory of the former Yugoslavia submitted 
by Mr. Tadeusz Mazowiecki, Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights, pursuant 
to paragraph 14 of Commission resolution 1922/S 1/1 of 14 August 1992. Commission on 
Human Rights. Economic and Social Council, United Nations. 28 August 1992." 

147 The Oriental Institute, including its extensive archival holdings of documents pertaining to all 
Bosnian religious groups and nationalities, was totally destroyed on 17 May 1992. Orijentalni 
institut u Sarajevu 1950. -2000 (The Institute/or Oriental Studies in Sarajevo 1950-2000) 
(Sarajevo: Orijentalni institut, 2000), pp. 12 and 17. 

148 UN Commission of Experts, pp. 282-283. 

149 Tatjana Prastalo, "Death of a Library," Logos, 1997, pp. 96-99, and UN Commission of 
Experts, pp. 282-84. 
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214; Gow, Triumph of the Lack of Will, pp. 224-232; and Campbell, National Deconstruction, 
pp. 131-138. 
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Balkan Odyssey, pp. 89-149. 
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and Owen, Balkan Odyssey, pp. 223-254. 

160 Owen, Balkan Odyssey, p. 190. 
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Table One 
Population of Bosnia-Herzegovina and Sarajevo by National Identity, 1991 

Croat Muslim _Serb Yugoslav "Other" Total 

BiH 760,852 17.4% 1,902,956 43.5% 1,366,104 31.2% 242,682 5.5% 104,439 2.4% 4,377,033 

Sarajevo 34,873 6.6% 259,470 49.2% 157,143 29.8% 56,470 10.7% 19,093 3.6% 527,049 

Source: Croatia, Drzavni zavod za statistiku Republike Hrvatske. Stanovnistvo Bosne i Hercegovine: Narodni 
sastav po naseljima (The population of Bosnia-Herzegovina. National composition by municipality), 
Zagreb: Drzavni zavod za statistiku, 1995, p. 15. 

0 . (' r. 0 ·1 ,.., . ., 
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Table Two 
Delegates in Bosnian Assembly and in Sarajevo City Council by Party, 1991 

SDA SDS HDZ Social 
(Musllm) (Serb) (Croat) Democrats Reformists Other Total 

Bosnian 
Assembly 86 (35.8%) 72 (30.0%) 44 (18.3%) 20 (8.3%) 18 (7.5%) 240 

Sarajevo ~ity 41 (34.2%) 28 (23.3%) 4 (3.3%) 22 (18.3%} 19 (15.8%) 6 (5%) 120 
Council 

Source: 
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